
SepCLR: Separating common from salient patterns 
with Contrastive Representation Learning

Contributions :

- Based on the InfoMax Principle, we introduce SepCLR, a novel theoretical framework for Contrastive Analysis (CA).

- To estimate and maximize the Mutual Information terms, we use Contrastive Representation Learning (CLR).

- We introduce k-JEM, a strategy to reduce information leakage between two blocks of the latent space.

Caution: do not confond Contrastive Learning and Contrastive Analysis ! These are different !



Fig. 3: Scheme of SepCLR. SepCLR is trained to identify and separate the 
salient patterns (color variations) of the target dataset Y from the common 
patterns (shape) shared between background X and target dataset Y.

The InfoMax principle for Contrastive Analysis



Objective: Estimate the common InfoMax term: I(x; c) + I(y; c).

Entropy term:  as in Wang et al. 2021, it can be estimated with a Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) technique.

- H(c)  ≾ 

Alignment term:  in our paper, we derive a Multi-View alignment term with a KDE, linking the usual Alignment term with Mutual Information:

- Ex~px H(c | x)  =

In the case where K=1, we retrieve the positive pair Alignment term of Wang et al, 2021 (Align and Unif) and Chen et al, 2020 (SimCLR).

Wang et al., Understanding Contrastive Learning with alignment and uniformity, ICLR 2021.
Chen et al., A Simpe Framework for Contrastive Learning of Visual Representations, PMLR 2021.

The Common InfoMax principle terms



Objective: Maximize the common InfoMax term: I(x; c) + I(y; c).
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The Common InfoMax principle terms

Fig. 4: Effect of the Common InfoMax on the common latent space.



Objective: Estimate the salient InfoMax term constrained by the information-less hyp:  max  I(y; s)  s.t  DKL(sx; 𝞭(s’)) = 0.

Target-only Alignment term:

- Ey~py H(s | y)  =

s’- Entropy term:

- H(s)  ≾ 

Re-writing Eq. 5, as a Lagrangian function constrained by the information-less hypothesis:

The constrained Salient InfoMax term



Objective: Maximize the salient InfoMax term constrained by the information-less hyp:   I(y; s)  s.t  DKL(sx; 𝞭(s’)) = 0.
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The constrained Salient InfoMax term

Fig. 5: Effect of the Salient InfoMax on the latents of target and background samples.



Objective: Estimate and minimize the Mutual Information term: I(c; s).

Entropy terms:  H(c) + H(s).
The other losses should absolutely not minimize these terms !

k-JEM - Kernel estimation of the Joint Entropy term:  - H(c; s).

Interestingly, the Mutual Information is null whenever   H(c; s) = H(c) + H(s).
Therefore, to nullify the mutual info, we maximize  H(c; s) until it is equal to H(c) + H(s).

The independence term between common and salient spaces.



Experiments and results on simple datasets

Objective: Design simple and controlled datasets to estimate the separation of the patterns.
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Experiments and results on simple datasets

Objective: Results on MNIST digits watermarked on CIFAR-10 objects.
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Experiments and results on a neuroimaging task
Objective: Experiment on a neuroimaging application  -  Schizophrenia Disorders vs Healthy Controls setup.

Datasets: Neuroanatomical T1w brain MRIs with (128x128x128) voxels pre-processed with Voxel Based Morphometry.

Common space : should capture age and sex, or acquisition site.



Experiments and results on a neuroimaging task
Objective: Experiment on a neuroimaging application  -  Schizophrenia Disorders vs Healthy Controls setup.

Datasets: Neuroanatomical T1w brain MRIs with (128x128x128) voxels pre-processed with Voxel Based Morphometry.

Common space : should capture age and sex, or acquisition site.
Salient space : should capture pathology-specific patterns such as    SANS (Negative Symptoms) 
                                                                                                                  SAPS (Positive Symptoms). 



Conclusion

Perspectives: 

Develop a Contrastive Analysis method with Diffusion Models.

Investigate the use of k-JEM in other tasks (such as multi modality content separation, debiasing, domain adaptation).
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